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Manufacturing Day in Albany
By Harold King, Executive Vice President, Council of Industry

The Council of Industry believes the best way to help our state regain its financial and economic health is to unleash the powerful engine that is our manufacturing sector. The best
way to start is by freeing our sector of many of the excessive regulatory and tax burdens that
stifle its growth.

Inside this Issue

On February 8th manufacturing sector leaders – just like you – from across the state will
gather in Albany to urge our lawmakers to act. This is the fourth year we’ve held Manufacturing Day in Albany and we hope you can join us for this exciting day of lobbying and Public
Policy discussions.
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The morning session will include guest speakers, comprised of Legislative Leaders, a Legislative panel of elected officials representing all parts of the state, and discussion on policy
issues facing our State’s manufacturing community.
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More Personnel

After lunch, we will be heading to the Capitol to take meetings with our elected officials. Join other manufacturers from our region to meet with our representatives and educate
them on the issues that impact your business and its success. (No experience “lobbying” in
necessary – what really is needed are people with firsthand experience running a manufacturing business in New York State.)
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Legislative Matters

To register, simply visit https://www.macny.org/calendar.aspx?id=1156 . In order to fully
accommodate our attendees, we kindly ask you register as soon as possible, so we can assure
your elected officials will have availability in their calendars to meet with you.
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More Legislative

Also of note, we have a block of rooms available at the Crowne Plaza for those participants
interested in coming in the night before.
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EHS Matters
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CI Calendar

We also have sponsorship opportunities available, so please be certain to consider lending
support to our Manufacturing Day through a sponsorship opportunity. Should you have any
questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at (845) 565-1355 or
hking@councilofindustry.org. I hope to see you there!

Matters
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Health Care Reform
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Manufacturing
Matters
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Member Profile - Stavo
Industries manufacturers of filtration products
for use in the food, beverage, pharmaceutical,
chemical, cosmetic, utility, mining and wastewater industries.
Article on page 12.
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Stavo Industries
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Training and Education
Financial Literacy Essential for Employees to be Effective
By Tara Duggan, eHow Contributor

Financial education programs typically provide employees with the skills and knowledge to analyze and make decisions about
money. Such training prepares employees to manage new product development, handle inventory, make investments, and purchase
supplies with topics covered including banking services, loans, credit and making major purchases. By demonstrating expertise in
financial acumen, employees can effectively use tools to create budgets, generate reports and communicate details about professional
financial situations.
Employees who complete financial literacy training develop the skills and knowledge required to articulate their company's financial
and strategic objectives. They learn to read and interpret financial reports to make good business decisions. They align their personal
goals to strategic objectives. With an understanding of the company's financial strategy, employees can commit to greater productivity. Employees learn to analyze problems and use their strengths to respond to opportunities and challenges.
The Council of Industry recognizes Financial Literacy to be an essential skill for key employees. We incorporated a basic Financial
Management course into our Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership Series to make sure that all supervisors and leaders who complete the series have a clear understanding of what is necessary for their company to succeed
financially and how their department impacts the bottom line. That course will be offered at
Dutchess Community College February 9th—see course description below.
The Personal Finance Employee Education Foundation provides a calculator to help companies identify how much financial distress costs employees. It estimates an employer's return
on investment, or ROI, for providing financial literacy programs, such as courses that provide
tips and techniques about debt elimination, saving and basic money management. The foundation estimates that companies can save $450 per employee per year.

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership - Making a
Profit in Manufacturing: Financial & Accounting
Issues in Manufacturing

A group from Fair –Rite Products
listens intently during a CML class.

Date: Wednesday, February, 9
Location: Dutchess Community College, Bowne Hall, Poughkeepsie, NY
Time: 9:00 am - 4:30 pm Cost: $200 for a single participant, $175 for two or more from the same company
Instructors: Rief Kanan
Making a Profit—it‘s what you‘re in business for and yet many key employees and supervisors don‘t fully understand how it is
achieved. Concepts such as return on capital, productivity, and EBIT may be like a foreign language to many key decision-makers in
your organization, but to make a profit they need to by widely understood. This course provides participants with a fundamental
understanding of managing finances in a manufacturing environment. This course will cover the basics of financial statements and
simple accounting principles. Topics to be discussed include:


Basic Financial Concepts



Process Issues

• Cost Management • Managing Inventory • Budgeting and Planning

• Reporting Methods

Make sure key people in your organization have the basic financial knowledge to help your organization make a profit.

Use this link to register online: https://connect.computility.com/form/index.php?id=7efb3888e4286b9db6769f77b5c403fb#profit or
go to www.councilofindustry.org and click on training.

Welcome New
Member:
HV Shred: Onsite document shredding
service.
Contact: Judith Papo. Dutchess County.
See ad on page 15
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Council News
Human Resources Sub-council Meeting on Social Networking As a Recruiting Tool & Legal Issues with
Use in the Workplace
When: Friday, Feb. 18, 8:30 –10:30 am
Where: Council of Industry Office, the Desmond
Campus, Mount St. Mary’s College, Newburgh, NY
Cost: None for members
Gordon McAleer, President of McAleer & Associates, will discuss using social media as a recruiting tool. Social media is the
past few years has transformed communications and networking
worldwide. HR directors who are actively looking for talent
should use the power of social media to broaden your horizons
for sourcing candidates. Social media
can supplement
more traditional
sources for seeking
qualified candidates. Yet, one must
tread with caution.
Some practical
"does and don'ts"
will be explored.
The Legal Issues presentation will be delivered by Devora Lindeman, Greenwald Doherty, LLP. The presentation will cover how
social networking can be used by HR professionals to obtain a
wealth of information about both applicants and current employees, but it can also be a minefield of legal traps if you are unaware of these pitfalls.


Can you view your applicants’ and employees’ Facebook pages?



What are the legal risks when you use Google or Yahoo
to search for information about applicants or employees?



Can you monitor your employees’ social networking
activities during working time? On the company’s computers?



Where is the line between your need for employee productivity and their right to privacy?



What policies and procedures can protect the company and limit legal liability?

To register contact Alison Butler at (845) 565-1355 or abutler@councilofindustry.org or go online to our website
http://www.councilofindustry.org/council-networks/
humanresources.html

Export Seminar/ Workshop for Small
Manufacturers
Are you a small manufacturer looking to start exporting, or are
you currently exporting but feel you have the potential to sell to
additional markets? Would you like to become more familiar
with the international sales process?
The Council of Industry of Southeastern New York, the U.S.
Department of Commerce - Westchester Export Assistance
Center, and The State University of New York at New Paltz are
proud to present an informative breakfast seminar/workshop
covering the vital aspects of exporting!
Business and trade experts will discuss the export process, focusing on proactive planning, market research, entry and expansion, distribution channels, managing partner relationships,
small business resources, website marketing/commerce, legal
considerations, and more.
Date:
Time:
Location:
NY)
Cost:

Wednesday, March 2, 2011
8:30am - 11:00am
SUNY New Paltz, College Terrace (New Paltz,
$25, includes breakfast

The featured presentation is
"Export for Small Manufacturers - A Practical Approach" by Jean-Claude
Fouere, International Sales/
Marketing Manager, Lorex
Industries, Inc. Participants
then can attend two of the
following breakout sessions
on collecting information on
markets, legal trade and IP considerations, web-based global
commerce, and state and federal resources. Go to the link below for more information on the breakout sessions.
TO REGISTER, please go to https://emenuapps.ita.doc.gov/
ePublic/newWebinarRegistration.jsp?SmartCode=1Q4Y1
to complete your registration and submit payment.
When registered, you will receive confirmation in advance of
the event, including directions and parking instructions. If you
have any questions, please contact:
Michael Grossman at michael.grossman@N0SPAM.trade.gov2 , tel: 914.682.6712
or
Harold King at hking@N0SPAM.councilofindustry.org3 , tel:
845.565.1355
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Personnel Matters
Social Media for Business
By Gordon McAleer, President, McAleer & Associates

Social Media networking is here to stay and is transforming
our world! A certain sign of the trend is Time Magazine
naming Mark Zuckerberg, the 26 year old founder of Facebook, as the 2010 person of the year. Zuckerberg first developed Facebook for the US college scene a mere six years
ago. Today Facebook has over 500 million users worldwide
and climbing. Over 600 million people (one fifth of the
world population) are using social media.
What does social media mean for your business? Today
the savvy consumer is seeking objective information about
products and using social media networking for that purpose. Social media drives interactions with your customers
and opens the door for two- way communications. While
this new form of business communication may force us out
of our comfort zone of traditional business practices, it has
become a sure fixture for the future.
Social media should be used as part of a
comprehensive marketing strategy, but not
as an end all. Moreover, social media is rapidly evolving – what form is ―hot‖ today may
fade away to oblivion tomorrow. Use of the
website, traditional advertising and public
relations are still germane to branding your
product. Eighteen percent of businesses are
now using various forms of social media,
which is rapidly trending upward.
The lines between forms of social media have become
blurred. Originally, LinkedIn and Plaxo were used solely
for business networking and Facebook was used solely for
social networking; this is no longer the case. Facebook is
now being used for business and more. The astounding
growth of Facebook and various blogs has been fueled by
advertising revenues. Now, there are numerous upstart
social media networks for specific interests.

Social media drives interactions with your
customers and opens the door for twoway communications. While this new form
of business communication may force us
out of our comfort zone of traditional
business practices, it has become a sure
fixture for the future.
find and develop loyal customers, respond to customer
complaints, and generally brand the company. Smart businesses are maintaining profiles on Facebook, industry specific social networks and blogs to expand exposure and
branding. One excellent example is the national restaurant
chain, Chipotle Mexican Grill (www.chipotle.com), whose
Facebook profile has a continuous, positive buzz from over
a million loyal followers.
Here are some suggestions to consider.
 Periodically review and update your business
website. Websites tend to get stale after a year or so.
More than ever, the website is the face of the business to
the outside market. Consider adding a blog feature for
posting new information on your products and soliciting
feedback.
 Use social media as one of your marketing strategies. It is relatively easy and inexpensive to establish a
profile on Facebook or other forms of social media.
 Set measurable objectives for your social media
strategy. Evaluate the performance of the investment in
social media annually. Stay agile and adjust your strategy, as change in social media is moving at an exponential rate.

 Spend the time and effort to manage the social
media profiles. If you are soliciting feedback be sure
to respond in a timely manner. Ignoring complaints or
The fundamental power of social media is rapid communipermitting erroneous statements to go unchallenged will
cations, be it business to business or business to customers.
damage the image of the business. Keep the tone of reSocial media can be used to advertise, post job openings,
sponses professional and non-defensive.
 Establish and enforce standards for social media
networking in the workplace. Social media networking can be a real deterrent to productivity in the workplace. The temptation to spend company time on personal networking can be irresistible.

Phone: (845) 294-5622

McAleer & Associates is a member of the Council of Industry and is a
professional and executive recruiting firm that has been serving the
needs of business for securing top talent for over eighteen years. The
firm has the exclusive endorsement of CI. Council of Industry members
that use McAleer & Associates are eligible for a 25% discount of recruitment fees. Professionalism, confidentiality, and timely results are assured.
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More Personnel Matters
Job Descriptions: Help or Hindrance?
From Humanresourcesiq.com, By Devora Lindeman, Greenwald Doherty, LLP

In my practice, I would like to be able to rely on job descriptions
for my clients in a lot of legal cases. ―Would like to‖—because
often the documents my clients provide are going to get them into
more trouble than if they had no ―job descriptions‖ at all. Now,
that doesn’t mean I don’t want my clients to have job descriptions. I do. Proper job descriptions can be key for employers in a
number of areas. Here’s one employment lawyer’s wish list when
it comes to job descriptions:

• Job descriptions contain physical,
mental and environmental factors
about the job that can help determine
whether reasonable accommodations
can be made for a disabled applicant
or incumbent – if the job requires
excessive standing, sitting, climbing,
typing, etc. say so; if there are physical/strength requirements,
state it; if there are mental analytical skills necessary, indicate
them; if the job requires multi-tasking, high-stress, rapidly changing directives, tolerance of high noise levels or other environmental factors, make them known.

• Job descriptions are not employee handbooks – I don’t want to
see six pages of detailed information regarding employee expectations and benefits. That goes into an employee handbook, not a
job description.

• Job descriptions contain sufficient specificity of the expected
functions and responsibilities so they can be used to performance
manage the incumbent employee – If it is expected to be done,
include it in the job description in a way that describes the manner expected as well. For example, receptionists don’t just ―Greet
guests,‖ they ―Cheerfully greet guests and ensure they are
promptly routed to their destinations.‖ Which statement on a job
• Job descriptions support the company’s position that the posidescription will help you when the receptionist puts on a sour
tion should be exempt from the overtime pay requirements both
with the job title and the job functions described – Don’t expect a attitude?
―manager‖ to be found to be exempt if the position is a
• Job descriptions don’t contain sexist or ageist language, or lan―manager‖ in title only. Make sure the job description functions
guage that presumes the person performing the job is not disactually include duties that would be considered to be exempt (or
abled. Does the job really require walking, or does it require modon’t classify the job as exempt from overtime pay).
bility?
• Job descriptions support the company’s requirement for a pre• Job descriptions contain a catch-all phrase such as “Any other
employment physical – If there’s a job-related, business necessity
tasks as assigned by management.‖ Any of your employees refor pre-employment physicals, it should be evident from the refused to do something because it was ―not on their job descripquirements on the job description.
tion‖?
Continued on page 15
• Job descriptions are not want ads – Don’t tell me what the company is ―seeking,‖ what the benefits are for the position, and what
the job requires in general terms. Putting ―job description‖ on top
of the position’s want ad does not turn it into a job description
that contains the protections your company needs.

Consumer Price Index for December 2010
Point

%

Increase Month

% Increase

Wage Earners & Clerical

Dec.’09

Dec.

Nov.

Year

1967=100

630.6

641.2

639.67

1.53

0.2

1.7

1982-84= 100

211.7

215.26

214.75

0.51

0.2

1.7

1967=100

646.89

656.56

655.44

1.13

0.2

1.5

1982-84=100

215.95

219.18

218.80

0.38

0.2

1.5

All Urban Consumers

DAVID L. LANDESMAN
PRESIDENT

DUSO CHEMICAL
COMPANY, INC.
26 VAN KLEEK DRIVE
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12601
TEL 845-454-6500
FAX 845-454-0188

Hudson Valley unemployment rate for December 2010 = 7.3 %
info@dusochemical.com
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Legislative Matters
Eliminate Tax Credits as a Means to Cut State Spending?
Not Now!
By Karyn Burns, Director of Government Affairs, Council of Industry

In my last article, I talked about the Tax Foundation’s latest study, which indicated that New
York State has moved up in ranking to become the most taxed state in the nation. A
copy of this report can be found at
www.taxfoundation.org.

Penalizing existing
businesses, the very
same businesses
Albany is pleading
with to remain open
and running, is simply
an ineffective method
of balancing the New
York State budget.

It is because of these facts that are laid out in
this report that I felt inclined to talk about another report that landed on my desk shortly
thereafter, commissioned by the Fiscal Policy
Institute, a New York State based tax and policy research center. This report, which can be
read by visiting www.fiscalpolicy.org, summarizes that New York State must scrutinize—and
reduce—the $5.4 billion of
annual tax breaks and credits currently given, or rather
in my humble opinion,
earned, by businesses.
After reading the facts laid
out in the first report, I had
to question the conclusion of
the Fiscal Policy Institute’s
recommendation to eliminate current tax credits that businesses have
been previously promised by Albany legislators. During one of the worst economic times
our nation has ever faced, how can this possibly work for a state that is currently ranked as
the highest taxed state in the nation?

JERRY BERGMAN
Business Development
jbergman@chacompanies.com

www.chacompanies.com

40 Matthews Street
Suite 303
Goshen, NY 10924-1986

Main 845.294.6448

businesses are burdened with consistently rising taxes and fees, I disagree with this sentiment. In fact, during such difficult times, to
eliminate or reduce any tax credits or benefits
businesses currently not receive, but rather
earn, would be catastrophic to the state’s current goal of achieving much needed economic
recovery.
Year after year, the Council of Industry’s continued efforts remain focused on a key critical
issue: ensuring manufacturers and businesses
remain protected from increased costs and
taxes. This is in large part why I remain deeply
troubled with the proposals laid out in the Fiscal Policy Institute’s latest
report. Simply put, to cut or
eliminate these 40 preexisting programs is adding taxes
to manufacturers and businesses, that of which during
such tough times, they simply cannot bear.

If Albany were to reduce
and eliminate these ongoing
tax credit programs, you can be certain you will
see an immediate halt in ongoing and future
economic development incentives, all of which
are critical components needed as our State
continues attempts to regain our financial footing. Of note, this proposal specifically impacts
tax incentives that which have already been
To be fair, there was a point in the report that I
earned by businesses for investments they have
did agree with: the fact that state legislators
already made in New York State, such as Emrarely consider reducing the spiraling costs of
pire Zone real property tax credits and Investprograms that are causing our state budget to
ment tax credits. Incentives like these are debloat the way it is. However, I do not agree
pended on and were promised to abiding manuwith the report’s assumption that current tax
factures and businesses, and should not be
credits are one of the primary areas to focus on
taken away. An action like this would be a
and begin cutting. Specifically, the report state
business tax increase.
that one of the key areas the state needs to focus on in terms of ―spiraling costs‖ are through I cannot stress enough that penalizing existing
cutting or eliminating some of the state’s 40
businesses, the very same businesses Albany is
various tax programs, such as Empire Zones, of pleading with to remain open and running, is
which this past year was already cut off to new simply an ineffective method of balancing the
applicants, Brownfield Tax Credits, Corporate New York State budget.
Franchise tax reductions (such as the one in
place for manufacturers), and Qualified Emerging Tax Credits (QETC). At this time, when
Continued on page 15
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More Legislative Matters
Proposed NLRB Notice Could Cause Uptick in
Union Activity
From Jacksonlewis.com

Not satisfied, it seems, merely with issuing individual case decisions that favor organized labor, the National Labor Relations
Board has proposed a rule that would require employers to notify employees of their rights under the National Labor Relations Act through a uniform workplace posting. The posting
would be required for both unionized and non-unionized employers and would have to be posted physically and electronically, at least when electronic posting is a ―customary means of
communicating with employees.‖
The rule could have a profound impact on union activism. The
notice informs employees of their right to unionize, identifies
unlawful conduct by employers, and contains instructions for filing unfair labor practice
charges in the event of alleged violations. Jackson Lewis will be filing comments opposing the
proposed rule on behalf of a number of entities and employers generally. Comments are due in
mid-February. Implementation in some form, however, is a virtual certainty.
Failure to Post Notice
For a company's failure to post the notice, the proposed rule would extend or toll the six-month
statute of limitations for filing an unfair labor practice charge against the employer.
An employer's ―knowing‖ failure to post the notice, moreover, could be considered evidence of
unlawful motive in an unfair labor practice case involving other alleged violations of the
NLRA.
Finally, failure to post would be considered an independent unfair labor practice.
What Employers Should Do
Employers should begin preparing for the implementation of the rule by considering the following actions:

1. Train managers and supervisors on their rights and responsibilities under the National
Labor Relations Act.

The rule could
have a
profound
impact on
union activism. The notice
informs
employees of
their right to
unionize,
identifies
unlawful
conduct by
employers, and
contains
instructions for
filing unfair
labor practice
charges in the
event of alleged
violations.

2. Develop a communications strategy to explain to employees the disadvantages of union
representation. Posting of the notice may spark interest in unionization. Employers should
anticipate posting by putting the notice in context and explaining what a union really could
mean for employees.

3. Audit employment practices, procedures and benefits and take
remedial measures, if needed, to ensure that employees are not vulnerable to a union sales pitch.

4. Consider training an internal “SWAT Team” prepared to communicate with employees convincingly and lawfully in the event of
union activity.
5. Conduct a bargaining unit analysis to ensure potential bargaining units are configured in the manner most advantageous to the
employer and its operations.
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EHS Matters
OSHA Pulls MSD Column Proposed Rule
From OHSonline.com

Many stakeholders and commenters will be pleased by Tuesday's announcement by OSHA that it has temporarily withdrawn a proposal to
add a column for work-related musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) to
employers' 300 injury and illness logs. The regulation has been bottled up since July 14 at OMB's Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs; OSHA said it is withdrawing the regulation from OMB review in order to "seek
greater input from small businesses on the impact of the proposal and will do so through outreach in partnership with the U.S. Small Business Administration’s Office of Advocacy."

OSHA said it is
withdrawing the
regulation from
OMB review in order to "seek
greater input from
small businesses
on the impact of
the proposal and
will do so through
outreach in partnership with the
U.S. Small Business Administration’s Office of Advocacy."

Opponents have argued the regulation is OSHA's attempt to resume ergonomics rulemaking
for the first time since Congress and President George W. Bush repealed a new OSHA ergonomics standard in early 2001.
"Work-related musculoskeletal disorders remain the leading cause of workplace injury and
illness in this country, and this proposal is an effort to assist employers and OSHA in better
identifying problems in workplaces," Assistant Secretary Dr. David Michaels said Tuesday.
"However, it is clear that the proposal has raised concern among small businesses, so OSHA is
facilitating an active dialogue between the agency and the small business community."
The agency's announcement cited the Bureau of Labor Statistics in stating that MSDs accounted for 28 percent of all reported workplace injuries and illnesses requiring time away
from work in 2009.
The proposed rule would require employers already mandated to keep injury and illness records, and to record MSDs, to place a check mark in the new column for all MSDs. "Prior to
2001, OSHA's injury and illness logs contained a column for repetitive trauma disorders that
included noise and many kinds of MSDs. In 2001, OSHA separated noise and MSDs into two
columns, but the MSD column was deleted in 2003 before the provision became effective.
This proposal would restore the MSD column to the Form 300," the agency noted. It said a
joint OSHA/Office of Advocacy meeting to hear from small businesses will be announced
within 30 days, with participation possible both by telephone and online.

Manufacturers: OSHA’s Withdrawal of Noise Proposal a
Positive Step for Job Growth
From NAM.org

National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) Vice President for Human Resources Policy
Joe Trauger issued the following statement today regarding the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration’s (OSHA) withdrawal of its proposed changes to noise control requirements: ―OSHA’s withdrawal of this unnecessary proposal is a clear sign that the agency
heeded the calls of manufacturers regarding the economic impact of these expensive and burdensome noise control requirements. Manufacturers are committed to protecting their employees, but there is no evidence that this proposal would have enhanced workplace safety.
Manufacturers hope this decision signals that OSHA will slow down on
other costly and unwarranted rules that will crush economic growth and job
creation. Today’s announcement is an important step in beginning to restore the collaborative relationship between OSHA and employers that has
proven over the years to be the most effective approach to improving workplace safety.
With the unemployment rate still hovering at unacceptable levels, we encourage the Administration to continue its focus on reducing excessive
government regulations to clear the way for job creation.‖
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CI Calendar of Training and Events
February 8

Manufacturing Day in Albany— An all day advocacy event in Albany,
NY. The day will consist of morning briefings, guest speakers, breakout lobbying visits and a legislator reception. Cost $100 per person, includes all meals
and materials.

February 9

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership: Making a Profit - 9:00
am—4:30 pm at Dutchess Community College, Poughkeepsie, NY. Cost: $200
single participant, $175 each for 2 or more from the same company.

February 18

Human Resources Sub-council Meeting: Social Networking– As a
recruiting tool & the legal issues of use in the workplace – 8:30– 10:30 am at
the Council of Industry office, The Desmond Campus, Mount St. Mary’s College, Newburgh, NY. No cost for members

February 23

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership: Environment, Safety &
Health Risk Management - 9:00 am—4:30 pm at Dutchess Community
College, Poughkeepsie, NY. Cost: $200 single participant, $175 each for 2 or
more from the same company.

March 9

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership: Problem Solving &
Decision Making - 9:00 am—4:30 pm at Dutchess Community College,
Poughkeepsie, NY. Cost: $200 single participant, $175 each for 2 or more from
the same company.

March 23

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership: Positive Motivation &
Discipline - 9:00 am—4:30 pm at Dutchess Community College, Poughkeepsie, NY. Cost: $200 single participant, $175 each for 2 or more from the same
company.

Place Your
Company’s Ad Here
You can find more information on the courses and
events listed in our calendar by going to our website—
www.councilofindustry.org
or if you are reading our electronic version just press
Ctrl + click the course title.

The Council of Industry’s monthly
newsletter has a mailing circulation of 250 manufacturers and an
online circulation of hundreds
more.
Contact Alison Butler at
abutler@councilofindustry.org

or call (845) 565-1355 for more
information.
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Health Care Reform Update
Healthcare Repeal
House Republicans January 19th took the first step to keep their
pledge to undo the nation’s health care reform law, passing a bill
to repeal the measure even as they gear up to create a replacement.

Republicans will attempt to
dismantle President
Barack Obama’s
health care reforms
piecemeal by
depriving them of the
funding needed to
enact the law's hundreds of new policies
and provisions over
the next year or two.

The GOP’s new House majority assured easy passage of their repeal measure on 245-189 vote Wednesday that split largely along
party lines. But the long-term prospects of actually undoing the
new law are far less certain. With the Democrat-led Senate
unlikely to act on the bill, a complete repeal is unlikely. Instead,
Republicans will attempt to dismantle President Barack Obama¹s
health care reforms piecemeal by depriving them of the funding
needed to enact the law's hundreds of new policies and provisions over the next year or
two. Republicans will have an opportunity to strip that funding through the appropriations
process later this year.
―You can throw enough sand in the gears to slow things down so things aren¹t locked into
place,‖ said Michael Tanner, a senior fellow at the Cato Institute, a libertarian think tank.
―Obama wants to get things locked into place, so you can¹t repeal it. Republicans are trying to slow everything down so that doesn¹t happen.‖ Several provisions of the health care
reform law have already been implemented, including a ban on lifetime benefit limits set
by insurance companies, new protections for people with pre-existing conditions and a
provision to allow adults up to age 26 to remain on their parents¹ insurance policies.
Democrats argued that repealing the bill would end these new policies, which many people have come to rely upon.

Manufacturers
Electricity
Aggregation

An Opportunity to
Manage Your
Electricity Costs
For more
information call

845-565-1355

Republicans also introduced a resolution ordering the
various House committees to devise a new reform
plan, but set no deadline for those committees. When
asked how long the GOP would wait before moving to
replace the current health care law, Speaker John
Boehner, R-Ohio, told reporters, ―I don¹t know that
we need artificial deadlines set up for the committees
to act.‖Republicans say they are considering measures
that would address separate health care issues, like pre
-existing conditions and adult children who want to
remain on their parents’ plans. They are also planning
to put forward their own solutions, such as allowing
interstate insurance competition.
Rep. Phil Gingrey, R-Ga., a physician, told The Washington Examiner he plans to introduce a bill as early
as this week that would implement tort reforms for
medical cases similar to a decades-old measure in
California that limits damages and attorney’s fees that
can be collected, shortens the statute of limitations and
provides for binding arbitration.
Gingrey said Republicans will also move to alter
Obama’s plan to give states the flexibility to adjust
eligibility levels, premiums or enrollment fees for
Medicare and Medicaid recipients.
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JOE PIETRYKA
INCORPORATED
85 Charles Colman Boulevard,
Pawling, New York 12564

Designers, Manufacturers
and Assemblers of
Plastic Injection Molded
Parts and Components
Serving the Electrical, Industrial,
Medical, Automotive, Photographic, Pharmaceutical, Cosmetic and Food Markets of America

ISO 9001:2008 Certified
Adhering toTS16949
UL Listed
CSA Listed
Drug Master File Registered
FDA Registered
CE Conformity
www.joepietrykainc.com
Phone: (845) 855-1201
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Manufacturing Matters
Thinking Critically
By Pearson's TalentLens group

Success in today's tight economy is defined by
making the right decisions, solving the problems that truly impede success and anticipating
the trends that are redefining the competitive
landscape.
The failures of AIG, Lehman Bros. and General Motors are very public and painful reminders of what happens when people make
poor decisions and management fails to consider all of the facets and implications of a
decision. Organizations that attract, retain and
develop the best critical thinkers have a huge
competitive advantage.

the good critical thinkers -- are able to focus
on the most relevant information, ask the right
questions, separate facts from opinions and
assumptions, make sound decisions and set
priorities. They learn quickly and they apply
what they learn to new situations. Their actions
are both effective and economical.

Organizations can increase their criticalthinking capabilities by targeting this skill
when selecting and developing employees.
Hard to spot in a resume or an interview, some
companies are turning to assessments to help
them measure it. For selection, a candidate's
performance is generally evaluated using a
Identify Critical Thinkers
peer group, such as other managers, or more
specifically, managers within a specific indusThe Department of Labor identified critical
try. For development, the focus shifts to skill
thinking as the raw material that underlies funbuilding.
damental workplace competencies, such as
problem solving, decision making, planning
A development report can provide customized
and risk management. It's also in short supply. skill-building feedback that targets the individIn Are They Really
ual's current level of critical-thinking profiReady to Work? Emciency. Examples of skilled and unskilled
ployers Perspectives on
behaviors illustrate desired and undesired
the Basic Knowledge
behaviors. Many organizations currently proand Applied Skills of
vide training to improve decision making,
New Entrants to the 21st
problem solving and strategic thinking among
Century US Workforce
managers and individual contributors. To
(2006) -- a study conmaximize training effectiveness, a criticalducted by The Conferthinking component can be inserted prior to
ence Board, Partnership
the other sessions.
for 21st Century Skills,
Corporate Voices for
Using an assessment and feedback report in
Working Families, and
this component will help the employee (and
Society for Human Retrainer) accurately determine skill level and
source Management -- critical thinking was
chart a personal development plan. Overall,
identified as one of the most important skills
this strategy will create a more efficient trainneeded for job success, and one that is lacking ing experience. Selecting good critical thinkin the new workforce. It was also rated as the
ers will set a new bar
No. 1 skill of increasing importance over the
for an organization's
next five years -- and it's easy to see why criti- performance. Developing good critical
cal-thinking skills are on the rise.
thinkers will accelerNever before have employees operated in such ate that performance
a complex and rapidly changing workplace
and companies will,
where they are bombarded with a constant
more often than not,
stream of good and bad information. They are make the right decibeing asked to manage this information flow,
sion when it matters
take on new responsibilities, learn diverse new most.
tasks and make good judgments -- often with
limited direction. The successful employees --

With workplaces
so complex and
rapidly changing,
combined with
the recession, it's
important that
newly hired employees have
critical-thinking
skills.
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Member Profile
Member Profile: Stavo
Industries, Inc.
Year Founded: 1932
Location: Kingston, NY

“One of the great
things about our
products is that
they are used to filter so many products that affect or
touch our live every
day.” -Stavo Industries President,
George Quigley

Products: Filtration products
for use in the food, beverage,
pharmaceutical, chemical, cosmetic, utility, mining and
wastewater industries.

materials and the way they are manipulated,
make these filters very efficient and cost effective.‖

The variety of items that are produced using a
filtration product from ErtelAlsop is fascinating.
Their filters are used in the pharmaceutical industry and are involved in the trails of several
Website: www.ertelalsop.com new drugs that are under development. Most of
these are in the biotech industry, where live orIn today’s society, people don’t always think
ganisms are used to create the active pharmaceuabout where their food comes from, or what it
tical ingredient as opposed to the chemically
goes through before it arrives at the store. We
synthesized ingredients which have been the
don’t think about how the medicine we take was prevalent method of producing pharmaceuticals
formulated, just as long as it works. We no
for most of the last century. Mr. Quigley exlonger wonder how the electricity gets into our
plains, ―One of the great things about our prodhomes to run our machines or
ucts is that they are used
what happens to the wastewato filter so many prodter that goes down the drain.
ucts that affect or touch
We just take for granted that
our live every day. For
the food will be there and
instance, much of the
taste good, the medicine is
soft drink concentrate
safe and will work, the lights
produced by Coca-Cola
will turn on, and the sewage
and Pepsi, pass through
will be taken care of. Stavo
our filters, along with
Industries, and the filtration
many perfumes and fraproducts they design and
grances produced by
manufacture, has a hand in
companies like Avon and
making many of these things These are 4 and 8 inch plate and frame Estee Lauder. Central
filters Made by Stavo Industries.
possible.
Hudson uses our filters
to remove particulate and
Since Fredrick Ertel started the company in 1932
condensation from transformer and circuit
to produce filter sheets for the pharmaceutical
breaker oils to allow them to effectively insulate
industry, Stavo Industries has been based in
the contacts in those devices. Also, our filters
Kingston producing a variety of filtration prodare used to filter cough syrups and more critical
ucts. Under the name ErtelAlsop, Stavo designs
prescription drugs. It is a wonderful full circle
and manufactures products for use in the food,
story for our employees.‖
beverage, pharmaceutical, chemical, cosmetic,
utility, mining, and wastewater industries. They It is the employees and the complete service that
produce both capital equipment, filter machines Stavo Industries provides their customers that
and consumable filters that are used to actually
make this company stand out from its competiclarify the fluids being filtered. According to
tors. Because they are a small company, Stavo
Stavo Industries President, George Quigley,
is able to develop closer relationships with their
―The consumable side of the business represents customers and provide outstanding customer
eighty percent of the revenue stream and these
service.
filters are produced using cellulose fibers and
filter aids such as perlite, diatomaceous earth,
Continued on next page
and carbon. These raw
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More Manufacturing Matters
President Obama Calls for Review of Rules and
Regulations
―Manufacturers appreciate President Obama‗s call for a
government-wide review of regulations and rules. Manufacturers have been saying for some time that overregulation is harming job creation and stifling economic
growth.‖ National Association of Manufacturers (NAM)
Senior Vice President for Government Relations and Policy Eric Newhouse said regarding President Obama‘s executive order to review federal regulations harming economic growth:
This is an opportunity for the President to demonstrate results by eliminating unnecessary
regulations already in the pipeline or delaying poorly thought-out proposals that are costing
jobs. For example, the Environmental Protection Agency‘s (EPA) proposals -- from regulating
greenhouse gases to the Boiler MACT rule – are a real threat to America‘s job creators. We
stand ready to assist in the President‘s efforts to address an escalating problem and meaningfully reduce unnecessary burdens on manufacturers in America so they can get back to creating jobs.‖
The President‘s order tells agencies to consider the costs and benefits of all regulations. When
determining the benefits of regulations, the order states, agencies should always consider
"values that are difficult or impossible to quantify, including equity, human dignity, fairness,
and distributive impacts." The Wall Street Journal points out that ―Equity and fairness can be
defined to include more or less anything as a benefit. Under this calculus, a rule might pass
Mr. Obama's cost-benefit test if it imposes $999 billion in hard costs but supposedly results in
a $1 trillion increase in human dignity, whatever that means in bureaucratic practice. Another
rule could pass muster even if it reduces work and investment, as long as it also lessens income inequality.

This is an opportunity for the
President to
demonstrate results
by eliminating
unnecessary
regulations already
in the pipeline or
delaying poorly
thought-out
proposals that are
costing jobs.

The President is no doubt sincere in his desire to improve the effectiveness of the nation‘s
regulatory system. By defining Costs and benefits so broadly, however, regulators can justify
any rule that fits their ideological goals. ―This‖, the Journal opines ―sounds more like the end
of cost-benefit analysis than the beginning.‖

Continued from page 12
Member Profile—Stavo Industries
For example, Stavo provides both the equipment and the replaceable
filters, whereas most of their competitors only provide the replaceable
filters. This makes Stavo a full service provider of depth filter products.
Stavo also has a unique formulation that allows filters in one part of
their product line to filter more efficiently than the competing products.
Stavo Industries has been a member of the Council of Industry since
1996 and their employees have participated in Council of Industry training programs. According to Quigley, ―The Council is a resource that we
have drawn on when we have questions regarding regulations or other
matters. Its efforts to support manufacturing in the region are vital to the
economy, and to helping us succeed.‖
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Financial Matters
Higher Commodity Prices Warn of Inflation—But conditions aren’t ripe for a rise in consumer prices until the
economy’s growth accelerates, not likely until 2012.

By Jerome Idaszak, Associate Editor, The Kiplinger Letter

By mid-2011,
the central
bank will abandon its easy
credit policy,
which has been
pumping billions of dollars
into the money
supply to help
stimulate jobcreating
growth.

Commodity prices are rising all over, from
copper to cotton and gasoline to gold. It’s a
red flag…a warning that inflation may be in
the works further down the road. Last year the
CPI rose by 1.5%, with a large jump in December of 0.5% over the previous month. The
increase came largely from energy and food.
Some categories showed declines, including
apparel, footwear, new cars, televisions and
computers.

would get
concerned if
the unemployment
rate falls to
8%, capacity
use rises to
80% and
Federal Reserve policy
is still accommodative.‖ We’re nowhere near
The threat of higher inflation, however, is not there yet…with growth in 2011 expected to
imminent. Rising commodity prices aren’t
climb only modestly, to 3.5%, and with more
flowing through the pipeline to households.
than 7 million laid-off workers still unemThe Consumer Price Index will likely increase ployed.
by only about 2% this year, measuring from
Dec. 2010 to Dec. 2011. For now, the neces- Come 2012, that’s likely to change. When
sary preconditions aren’t there. Missing is a
GDP hits a 4% growth rate and monthly job
critical ingredient needed for a worrisome
gains expand above the 200,000 mark, the
upward price spiral: Accelerating growth that Federal Reserve will start to warn that inflaabsorbs capacity--manpower, equipment and tion risks are rising and an interest rate hike is
buildings--that is now idle. At 9.4%, unemimminent. By mid-2011, the central bank will
ployment remains high and capacity use
abandon its easy credit policy, which has been
stands at just 76%. Typically, price pressure
pumping billions of dollars into the money
doesn’t begin until capacity use hits about
supply to help stimulate job-creating growth.
84%. As Diane Swonk, chief economist with Meanwhile, firms will try to raise prices-Mesirow Financial, notes, ―Capacity remains mostly unsuccessfully. Instead, they’ll have to
in excess, wage gains remain contained and
swallow the higher cost of raw materials and
rising prices are being muted by productivity try to boost productivity.
growth.‖
Crude oil prices will remain elevated, but beOnly when there’s more expansion can busilow $100 a barrel. OPEC nations have plenty
nesses raise prices and workers demand higher of spare capacity and their goal is to keep the
wages and salaries. There is no single magic
price between $85 and $95 a barrel. Gasoline
number to watch out for. Stuart Hoffman,
prices have further to rise. The jump at the
chief economist with PNC Financial, says, ―I pump hasn’t yet caught up with the increase in
oil prices. Plus the advent of warm weather
will bring a hike in demand, pushing the national average to about $3.50 a gallon.
Expect more gains for industrial metals prices,
too, but at a slower pace than last year, when
copper soared about 30% to a record high and
stainless steel rose 20%. Figure that copper
prices will rise another 10%, steel about 5%,
and the same for aluminum.
Continued on next page
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Continued from page 5
More Personnel Matters

Continued from page 14
Financial Matters

Penalties

Other commodities posting higher prices include coal and
beef…driven up in the first case by power plants soon to be
built in China and India, and in the second, by shorter supplies.
Prices of grains are strong…especially for bread-type wheat.
Cotton prices, already at record levels, mean shoppers will pay
more for apparel.

• Job descriptions should be signed by the employee – that way
you can prove that they got them.
• Job descriptions should be updated when the job functions
change – this should be looked out for especially after a downsizing when job functions are shifted among remaining employees.
Job descriptions are tools for management. They should be
drafted with care, distributed, and used to performance manage
your employees. I was recently asked if an employee could be
held responsible for tasks identified in a job description the
employee had never seen, that contained actions that had never
before been required.

Consumers will notice higher rents, and increased utility bills.
Both will nudge up the cost of housing, which accounts for
42% of the CPI. Also increasing: Food. Medical costs. Tuition.
And phone and cable TV fees. Nearly everything else…steady
or dropping: computers and other high-tech hardware, TVs,
new cars and shoes. So modest inflation…for now.

The answer is ―sure‖—as long as you meet with the employee
to introduce the new job description, advise that the job is
changing, explain the new responsibilities, and performance
manage on those tasks on a going-forward basis. But hold the
employee accountable for failing to have done those functions
in the past? What do you think?

Council of Industry Staff

Continued from page 6
Legislative Matters

Director of Membership
& Communication: Alison Butler

The current proposal would eliminate benefits for thousands of
hard working and well deserved recipients that were promised.
I urge you to send a strong message to businesses state wide
that you want them, and New York State, to succeed in the
long term by opposing the deferral of many of our state’s critical business tax credits.

Director of Government

Now in a perfect world, I believe that all of us would want one
thing: lower taxes. Going forward, it is essential New York
State Government tackle the root of the problem in order to
achieve the plausible solution by reducing spending and cost in
areas that will not impact the overall ongoing economic development strategies in the State. This would in turn, create little
or no need for these tax credits that are in place to offset the
high taxes that come with operating a business in New York
State. However, as we see each year as Albany continues to try
and balance our budget, this is not our current reality, and is
something that cannot simply happen overnight. Until we can
get a hold of our spending practices and create a lower tax
business climate in New York State, these tax credits are imperative to the continued operation and ongoing success of our
business community. Therefore, until then, I hope to see Albany taking this into continued consideration and allowing
these earned tax credits to be honored.

Ph: (845) 565-1355

Executive Vice President: Harold King

Affairs: Karyn Burns
Website: www.councilofindustry.org

Fax: (845) 565-1427
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